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WEIGHING YOUR BABY

Three-week-old orphan flying-fox baby being weighed photo © Dave Pinson
This 24-day-old orphan (on chart) should weigh 112g, so at 120g is plus 8g weight-for-age (WFA).

Regularly weighing any baby (whether flying-fox, human, or wallaby) is just as vital a part of the orphan-rearing
process as is feeding. In this section, we will look at why we weigh, how to weigh, and the weekly weight
reporting process to nominated weight recorders or coordinators (or even to yourself).

WHY WE WEIGH
As the old but true saying goes: if we cannot measure it, we cannot manage it. Without knowing what a baby
weighs each week, we have no reference point with which to compare to, have no idea how well baby is
developing, cannot accurately (or safely) administer any medications, are only guessing at how much to feed,
and have no early warning alarm bells that something may be going wrong. Guessing baby is doing OK by
eyesight is simply not good enough. I, and many others, would go so far as to say that if you do not regularly
weigh your baby flying-fox (or any other baby animal for that matter) you should probably not be a wildlife carer.

HOW TO WEIGH
The best types of scales are any digital scales that can be zeroed, and are accurate to at least 2 grams - 1 gram
is even better. Next, assuming your baby is securely on a mummy roll and wrapped, just place the wrapped
animal onto your scales, and record the weight. Now unwrap baby, and weigh the wrapping and mummy roll.
Take the wrapping and roll weight from the total weight, and we now have the weight of your flying fox.
Example: Total weight with wrap and roll 113 grams. Wrap and roll weighs 38 grams. 113 subtract 38, means our
baby is 75 grams actual weight.
Alternatively, extract baby from roll and wrap, place roll and wrap on scales, tare to zero, pop baby back on roll,
wrap baby up, and place wrapped baby back on scales. Exact weight recorded and no maths required.
The trick to successful weighing - to get the most consistent results - is to weigh at the same time each weigh-in
day, just before feeding. My own observations reveal that weighing just before the second feed of the day,
produces the most reliable and consistent results. Here's a little tip to avoid giving your little baby permanent
brain damage: make sure that your scales are set up in the middle of a table or bench, and not on the edge. This
ensures that if baby wriggles, they only roll off the scales onto the table, and do not fatally plummet from table to
ceramic tiled floor - especially, as being wrapped, they cannot flutter to break the fall. If your baby falls head first
off a table, you may not need to weigh it ever again.

HOW OFTEN TO WEIGH
Some groups and individuals weigh babies once a week, some weigh two or three times a week, and some
weigh babies daily. My own personal preference is for the latter method when very young, or are fresh into care
and stabilising - moving to weekly weighing once settled into a regular program. Weighing each day has
advantages, such as giving rapid indication that something may be going wrong, but the downside is that it can
lead to complete paranoia. Babies, by their nature, can fluctuate from day to day by a few grams. Reasons for

this are many and varied, such as minor variations in scale readings, how they are feeling, how food assimilation
is taking place, and whether they have just had a poo... Seriously - that can drop 3 grams off their weight straight
away.
If you decide to weigh each day - do not panic if your baby is 99 grams on Sunday, and 96 grams the following
day. It will most likely be 104 grams the day after that. This daily fluctuation is unimportant. What is important, is
that in the above example the baby weighing 99 grams on Friday, should ideally weigh around 117 grams on the
following Friday. So the weekly average has been the desired two point something grams per day. And
remember: Do not panic if baby's weight is static (or baby loses weight) on their first week in care. This is actually
quite normal in this stressful transition into care period. Do panic however, if this continues into the beginning of
their second week in care. If so - please get on the phone to your coordinator right now.

WEIGHT REPORTING
Most groups have adopted the policy of flying-fox carers phoning, emailing or texting their coordinator (or
nominated weight recorder), at the same time each week to report these weekly growth figures. This is to be
encouraged, as it keeps lines of communication flowing, reassures the carer (particularly if inexperienced), and
gives early warning that something may be going wrong. Most things that do go wrong are easily fixed if we get
to them early. Weight reporting was introduced in 1991 because of concerns at the large numbers of underweight
animals presented at crèche each year (Collins 2008). Most groups have adopted this practice as standard
procedure, and it is my understanding that this has almost entirely alleviated the problem.

To download and print a sample weight recording sheet (that we use) click on thePDF graphic below.

Please - never be tempted to 'bend the truth' or 'positively exaggerate' weights during your weekly reporting, as
some unfortunately have done. Yes, I can understand that some may be tempted to 'tip the scales' to make it
look better, or to avoid possible embarrassment. Putting in your weights is not a test, nor a job appraisal, and
certainly not a personal assessment of your abilities. Your coordinator was not elected coordinator to make you
feel bad. They got elected because they have been where you are now, and what may seem like an
insurmountable problem to you, has, I guarantee, been successfully dealt with by those who have gone before,
and may be easily remedied. This does not make you village idiot of the week for not knowing. However, the
award for village idiot of the season could arguably go to the carer who has a problem but does not report, or ask
for advice - until it's way too late.
Your coordinator is there to help you, but cannot help if they are unaware of a problem, or are told that everything
is alright. Simply be honest with those weights, and openly discuss any concerns you have, no matter how trivial
you may think they are. Poor or erratic weight gain is usually very easy to fix, and your coordinator will either
have the answers, or know where to find them.
At the risk of repeating - please do not risk the life of your baby. Remember - all life-threatening events started as
seemingly trivial little things. The first obvious sign of fatal pneumonia is often just a single barely audible 'click' in

the airways, and the first sign of infection is often baby going off its food. Trivial little things have a very nasty
habit of becoming life-threatening disasters in a frighteningly short space of time. Prevention is certainly better
than cure - a little clichéd, but so very true.
And lastly, to end on a lighter note: weekly phone-ins are a great excuse to swap cute and fuzzy baby stories,
and many a phone-in has started amidst tears of laughter with the words - "You'll never guess what baby just did
today?"
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